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Purpose of Report/ Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to update the Committee on the Good Dog Campaign “Baggit and Bin it” 
currently running within the Environmental Health section of Protective Services. 

Background 

The Good Dog Campaign “Baggit & Bin it” was officially launched in April 2003, this coincided with changes 
in legislation and a new drive by the Environmental Health team to tackle the issues associated with 
irresponsible dog ownership within North Lanarkshire, primarily dog fouling and stray dogs. 

The Dog Fouling (Scotland) Act 2003 which replaced Section 48 of the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 
1982 extended both the areas governed by the Act and amended the offences available for dog fouling. It 
also permitted local authorities the opportunity for the first time to serve fixed penalty notices for dog fouling 
offences under the Act. So far there have been 94 fixed penalty notices issued within North Lanarkshire. In 
addition one warning letter has been issued by the procurator fiscal following the first case to be reported to 
them. 

The Good Dog Campaign adopts a supportive but also enforcement based approach to promoting 
responsible dog ownership. School talks and a name the mascot competition were held in 2003, from which 
our “Baggit” mascot originated. All marketing and advertising information now carries our readily identifiable 
mascot. Numerous local community groups have been briefed on the objectives and principles of good dog 
ownership and the campaign provides free poop scoops and bags, and advice and support for responsible 
owners. We have issued in excess of 0.5 million bags, 15,000 scoops and 4,000 information leaflets to date. 
These can be obtained from every library, police station, first stop shops and environmental health office. 
Recently all licensed pet shops and registered veterinary clinics in the area were invited to offer these free 
services on our behalf. 

Since April 2004, 11 84 reports of stray dogs have been received and the Dog Wardens have been able to 
uplift over 700 dogs, which are taken to the SSPCA Kennels in Hamilton, from where the owners can collect 
them. 

In a bid to cut down on the number of strays and lost dogs, free identity chipping was introduced’ in April 
2004 and is now available to all dog-owning residents of North Lanarkshire. These devices are no bigger 
than a grain of rice and are injected pain-free into the dog’s neck. The Dog Wardens and the SSPCA have 
scanners and the chip provides a unique number from which the owner can be traced. Various community 
events have been run to encourage the uptake of this service, and it is also available by appointment at the 
residents’ home. Since its introduction last year over 1100 dogs have been chipped by our 3 Dog Wardens. 
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Throughout the campaign joint working has been integral to its success and the following initiatives are 
examples of this. Community Services have erected 500 new dog fouling bins carrying the “Baggit” 
embossed warning sticker concerning dog fouling fines. We have recently concluded the Dog Wardens 
Schools Patrol initiative, which involved targeting drop off and pick up times at Primary Schools within the 
district. Every Primary School has been patrolled and 15 fixed penalty notices have been issued as a direct 
result of this initiative. In partnership with Housing & Property Services a pilot is ongoing involving the 
Community Wardens (Bellshill) acting as witnesses during Dog Warden patrols of their areas. 

The work of the Dog Wardens and success of the “Baggit and Bin it” campaign has received recognition on 
a national level, receiving Runners up in the National Dog Wardens Association Best New Campaign award 
2004. This is the first time a Scottish Local Authority has received this award. 

The restructuring of the Environmental Health Section to form an Environmental Protection team is now 
complete and the Dog Warden service has been incorporated in to this new team. It is envisaged that this 
centralisation of staff will add further benefits to the ongoing success of the Good Dog Campaign. 

Future initiatives include “Thank You Packs” to reward those people the Dog Wardens witness practising 
responsible dog ownership and “Street Stencilling” where problem paths are painted with warning signs to 
highlight locally the penalties available for irresponsible dog ownership. The continued development of the 
service is essential, and an integral part of the operational plan for 05/06 is the commitment to apply for 
Chartermark recognition for the Dog Warden service by April 2006. 

Proposals/ Considerations 

There are no proposals or considerations with this report. It is provided to update Committee members on 
the ongoing progress of the Good Dog Campaign. 

Sustainability Implications 

There are no sustainability implications 

Financial and Legal Considerations 

There are no financial or legal considerations. 

Recommendations 

It is recommended that the Committee note the contents of the report. 
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4 David L o r c h  
Director of Planning and Environment 

For further information please contact David Duffy 01236 812420 


